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Asia week ahead: Central banks to take cues
from GDP
Central bank policy meetings and 4Q18 GDP reports dominate next
week’s Asian economic calendar. Asian central banks will tread a cautious
path but will mostly leave policies on hold this year
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Downside risk to China’s growth
The week begins with China’s 4Q18 GDP and December data on retail sales, fixed asset investment,
and industrial production. The consensus estimate of 6.4% year-on-year GDP growth is barely a
slowdown from 6.5% in the previous quarter despite all the hue and cry that weighed down global
markets in the last quarter. However, a sharp deceleration in manufacturing and retail sales as
well as in trade growth, and falling industrial profits signal a downside risk to the consensus GDP
estimate. Our house forecast is 6.3%.
Net trade seemed to have offset some of the slack in domestic spending. Although export growth
slowed in the last quarter, import growth slowed by more than exports and the trade surplus
widened from a year ago. Net trade subtracted from GDP growth in the first three quarters of 2018
but contributed to it in the final quarter.

China: What's driving GDP growth?
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Asia’s GDP growth ends 2018 on weaker note
Korea and the Philippines also report GDP for 4Q18. As with China, we think consensus growth
estimates -- 2.8% for Korea and 6.4% for the Philippines -- are subject to asymmetric downside
risk (ING forecasts 2.1% and 5.9% respectively).
Singapore’s industrial production figures for December will indicate the direction of revision to the
advance release of 4Q GDP estimate of 2.2%. It will certainly be downward given disappointing
non-oil domestic exports in December. Likewise, Taiwan’s December IP data will help to fine-tune
estimates of GDP growth in the last quarter.

More reasons for central banks to stay on hold in 2019
A weak end to one year makes it arithmetically harder for the following year to score well,
underpinning our view that most Asian central banks will leave policies on hold this year, if not
ease.
Central banks in Japan, Korea, and Malaysia meet next week. All are expected to remain on hold.
Our interest lies in the Bank of Korea’s policy as the central bank also releases its quarterly
Economic Outlook on the same day (24 January). In its October report, the BoK forecast 2.7% GDP
growth for 2019, the same as its estimate for 2018. The 2018 growth forecast is unlikely to be met
and the pace for 2019 looks to be far off in view of the global slowdown in the tech sector. As such,
a downgrade to the BoK’s growth outlook for the current year shouldn’t come as surprise to
anyone. However, we don't think this will move the central bank to reverse the December rate hike
just yet.
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Asia Economic Calendar
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Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of
ING Bank N.V. ("ING") solely for information purposes without regard to any particular
user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING
Group (being for this purpose ING Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies).
The information in the publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not
investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any
financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication
is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is
accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated,
any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of
the publication and are subject to change without notice.
The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior
express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal entity ING Bank
N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central
Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no.
33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or
communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V.,
London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this
report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should contact ING
Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of
ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the
United States under applicable requirements.
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